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Mouse & Mole: The Secret of Happiness  
Publication 11 May 2021. £12.99.

Mouse and Mole’s charming, gentle and humourous 
adventures continue in this new addition to the much-
loved series, perfect for shared reading with younger 
children and for older children to read independently.

Contains three stories:  
The Secret of Happiness 
Mole dreams that he finds the secret of happiness and 
wakes a grumpy Mouse to tell him, but then Mole instantly 
forgets! Mole spends all day trying to remember, bringing 
Mouse and all their friends to join his search, but will he 
manage to discover the secret again? 

This Way and That 
Mole sets off for a walk going this way and that, but Mouse 
keeps asking him to run errands for him. But why is 
Mouse making Mole run these seemingly useless errands, 
and will Mole ever be able to go for his care-free wander?

A Good Read 
Mouse and Mole sit down for a good read, but Mole can’t 
stop fidgeting and distracting Mouse. Whether it’s finding 
a place to sit, having hiccups, itching and scratching or 
yawning, Mole just can’t stay still.

Mouse & Mole: The Secret of Happiness
 •  Author Joyce Dunbar 
• Illustrator James Mayhew
• Publication 11 May 2021
• Hardback, 32 pages
• Size 250 x 200mm
• Age 5-8
• Price £12.99
• ISBN 9781913134839

Joyce Dunbar is a prolific children’s author who 
has published over 80 books, translated into 20 
languages. Joyce has also written many stories 
for radio and television and contributed to several 
anthologies. The Mouse and Mole series remain some 
of her most treasured work.

James Mayhew is an illustrator and author of 
children’s books, a storyteller, artist and concert 
presenter/live art performer. His works include the 
much-loved and bestselling Katie and Ella Bella 
Ballerina series, as well as the classic children’s story 
The Knight Who Took All Day, republished by Graffeg 
in 2017, the Gaspard the Fox series, with author Zeb 
Soanes, and Koshka’s Tales – Stories from Russia, 
republished by Graffeg in 2019.

Praise for the Mouse and Mole series:

‘the perfect antidote to real-world worry.’  
The Guardian 

‘Warm and comforting as the softest blanket,  
Mouse and Mole should be on every child’s  
bookshelf ready to be enjoyed independently or 
shared with a grown up!’ The Book Activist 

Previous titles in the series: 
• Mouse and Mole ISBN 9781912050406

•  Mouse and Mole: Have a Party  
ISBN 9781912050390

•  Happy Days for Mouse and Mole  
ISBN 9781912050383

•  A Very Special Mouse and Mole  
ISBN 9781912050987

•  Mouse and Mole: A Fresh Start 
ISBN 9781913134785
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Adi repudam nusam, tescidem et ullata ad 
eatur, nosa aspis inctius.

Ne eum quo consequunt porpore et as 
ut volenecti to corecaecto magnis aut lit 
dolupti beribus eos nus audit, sentur? 
Intia sum ium ad que aceatur atem id est 
perepre pudam, officit ut harum latur?

sandeli tatur? Elit experro es ut et, acerition 
reruptatur moluptati con pedi ut aut fugit, 
odiat.

‘Characters that stand alongside the greats 

of children’s literature... They work their 

magic not just on children, but on parents 

too...’ Sunday Telegraph

‘Warm and witty illustrations... perfect 
to snuggle up with on a chilly afternoon’ 
Practical Parenting

‘Children will love the simple adventures 
of these two unlikely companions’  
The School Librarian

Also available: 
Mouse and Mole  
Happy days for Mouse & Mole 
Mouse and Mole Have a Party 
A Very Special Mouse and Mole
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